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                  Discover a nature reserve, take part in an event, be inspired at our visitor centres and find activities to enjoy at home.
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                  Your support is more important than ever. Together, we can protect Gloucestershire’s wildlife and wild places.
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        Largely confined to the north of the UK, the rare pine marten is nocturnal and very hard to spot. However, it can be enticed to visit a peanut-laden birdtable.
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        Tucked away in the Forest of Dean, pine martens are once again climbing through the trees thank to a recent reintroduction project!
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            Sapperton Valley

        

        

    
    
        Nestled in the valley carved out by the River Frome, this nature reserve features a stretch of the disused Severn and Thames Canal, flood meadows and woodland.
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        Find out more about Project Pine Marten, and watch the trailer for the upcoming short film.
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        Our long-term volunteer and seasonal field assistant Lydia Galbraith gives us an insight into her work, and new-found obsession, with pine martens in the Forest of Dean.
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            Moving martens: volunteers needed to keep track of these elusive mustelids

        

        

    
    
        The Forest of Dean’s pine martens have their sights set on new horizons, and Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust are on the lookout for new volunteers to track their movements.
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        Spring is often associated with new life; plants in flower, birds in full song, and adorable animal babies on adverts and Easter cards. Pine martens rarely seem to feature though, perhaps because…
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        Conservation grazing aims to benefit wildlife in the Forest by enhancing areas of open habitat using a variety of livestock.
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        It’s true to say that every day is special, and nowadays it seems every date in the calendar is marked by some awareness day for one cause or another. Some are quite serious, others less so. But…
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            Caledonian forest

        

        

    
    
        Caledonian forest forms an integral part of some of our wildest landscapes - extensive pine forests merge with heathlands, wetlands and montane habitats and create areas large enough for wildcat,…
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